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e Recognize and write many high-frequency words (for
example, come, came, from, her, him, his, one, out,
said, saw, she, that, their, there, they, was, went,
were, with)

e Review high-frequency words from previous levels
e Change words to add simple inflectional endings 

(-ed, -ing; stopped, stopping)
e Change words to make plurals by adding -es

(dresses, crashes)
e Make or take apart words using phonograms with

VCe patterns (sale, rule) and phonograms with
double vowel letters (spoon, keep)

e Write words with inflectional endings, plurals, VCe
patters, etc.

e Read or make words that have short (CVC: hat) and
long (CVCe: game) vowel patterns

e Take apart compound words (every-one)
e Change beginning, middle, and ending letters—single

consonants and vowels as well as blends and
digraphs—to make new words (cot/cat/cash/trash)

e Make possessives by adding an apostrophe and an s
to a singular noun (the dog’s bone)

e Solve words using letter-sound analysis from left to
right (s-t-r-ea-m)

e Use what is known about words to read new words
(but, butter; in, spin)

e Take apart words that begin with initial consonants,
consonant clusters, and consonant digraphs (ch-air)

e Take apart words with consonant clusters that blend
two or three consonant sounds (spin, sprint)

e Take apart words with consonant clusters at the
beginning—both blends and digraphs (crib, while)

e Take apart words with double consonant letters in
middle (butter)

e Read contractions with is (he’s, she’s) or not (don’t)
e Read Consonant Cluster Chart in a variety of ways

Additional 
Suggestions for
Letter/Word Work
Use a chart or easel,
whiteboard, magnetic
letters, or pencil and
paper to develop 
fluency and flexibility 
in visual processing, 
if needed.

Thinking About the Text

HLEVEL Behaviors and Understandings to Notice, Teach, and Support

Analyzing
e Understand what the writer has done to

make a text surprising, funny, or
interesting

e Discuss characteristics of genres (simple
animal fantasy, easy factual texts, realistic
fiction, traditional literature, plays)

e Differentiate between informational and
fiction texts

e Understand, talk about, write, or draw
when a writer has used description or
compare and contrast

e Notice and discuss how writers or
illustrators use layout and print features
for emphasis

e Identify parts of a text (beginning, series
of episodes, end)

e Notice writer’s use of specific words to
convey meaning (for example, shouted,
cried)

e Identify a point in the story when the
problem is resolved

e Discuss whether a story (fiction) could be
true and tell why

Critiquing
e Share opinions about the text as a whole

(beginning, characters, ending)
e Express opinions about the quality of a text
e Express opinions about the quality of the

illustrations
e Notice how the illustrations are consistent

(or inconsistent) with meaning and
extend the meaning

e Agree or disagree with the ideas in a text
e Make judgments about characters or

events in a text
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GENRE/FORM
e Nonfiction
e Informational text

TEXT STRUCTURE
e Different kind of plant every two spreads

(divided into sections)
e Description of how plants eat bugs
e Sequence within each section
e Summary at the end

CONTENT
e Bug-eating plants
e Concept of parts of plants

THEMES AND IDEAS
e Nature
e Interdependence of plans and animals

LANGUAGE AND LITERARY FEATURES
e Interesting presentation of information
e Descriptive words

SENTENCE COMPLEXITY
e Present tense
e Varying sentence length, most seven to

twelve words
e Prepositional phrases embedded within

sentences
e Compound sentences

VOCABULARY
e Technical words related to bug-eating plants

WORDS
e Mostly one-syllable words (three two-

syllable words: inside, sticky, cannot)
e Wide range of high-frequency words
e See the Word Analysis Charts in the Program

Guide for specific words in each category

ILLUSTRATIONS
e Photographs
e Close match between pictures and text but

far more meaning in the text than can be
carried by the pictures

BOOK AND PRINT FEATURES
e Pictures on right pages and print on the

left, except for pages 2–3 and 16
e Heading on three pages
e Periods, exclamation points, commas
e Word and picture summary at the end

• Take-Home Book,
Little Wolf’s New Home

• magnetic letters: s, e, e,
d, f, r, t, h, w, p, l, g, n

• word bags
• highlighter tape

• From the CD:
• My Poetry Book✓

• word cards: ee, ou,
see, out, shout, deer,
free, mouth, found,
around, wheel,
about, loud, bee,
feet, feel

• fold sheet
• Parent Letter

Analysis of New Book Characteristics Plants That Eat Bugs, Level H

LEVEL
H

LESSO
N

59

59 H
YOU WILL NEED

LESSON LEVEL

SYSTEM Blue
NEW BOOK Plants That Eat Bugs
GENRE Nonfiction
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Goals
e Understand and use vowels that are together in words and have one sound.

e Understand that sometimes the same vowel is in a word two times.

e Notice double vowels in words. 

e Understand that ee has the long sound of e.

e Use consonant clusters and word parts to solve words.

e Use phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing for punctuation.

e Use multiple sources of information while reading.

e Say and understand some technical vocabulary.

e Understand that the new text is nonfiction and that it will provide information
about a category of plants.

e Understand the central idea that plants can “eat” bugs.

e Understand that the plants are compared and contrasted in the book.

NEW BOOK

Plants That Eat Bugs, Level H

REREADING

Little Wolf’s New Home,
Level F

The Coyote and the Rabbit,

Level H
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e PRINCIPLE Recognizing and
using letter combinations that
represent long vowel sounds:
ai, ay, ee, ea, oa, ow, ie, ei

e Invite the children to reread Little Wolf ’s New Home and The Coyote and the
Rabbit, if time allows.

e Assign parts and have children read the play from The Coyote and the
Rabbit. Be sure the children put their words together like talking.

e Prompt for phrasing and intonation, e.g., “Read these words together”
(indicate) or, “Make it sound like a story you listen to.”

• Little Wolf’s New Home, Level F
• The Coyote and the Rabbit, Level H

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

Rereading
Books

Phonics/Word
Work

“Some vowels are together in words and make one sound.”
“Sometimes the same vowel is in a word two times.”

e Suggested language: “Sometimes vowels are together in a word and make
one sound. Today you are going to be learning about two vowels that are
the same.” Make see with magnetic letters, and ask children to name the
double vowel and read the word.

e “See has two vowels, and you hear the sound of e that is like the letter name.”

e Help children become flexible in thinking about the ee sound and about the
beginnings and endings of words by writing seed, free, three, wheel, peel, and
green. Use them in sentences each time.

My Poetry Book
e Have the children reread “The Greedy Man” (poem 3) and identify the word

with ee with highlighter tape or marker. Talk about the meaning of greedy.
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LEVEL
H

LESSO
N

59

Introducing the Text
e Introduce children to the book by talking about some plants they know.

e Suggested language: “You are going to read another informational
book, Plants That Eat Bugs. Have you ever heard of plants that eat
bugs?” Children respond from their experience.

e Have children turn to page 2. “Some bugs eat plants. What are they
eating? Yes, they eat leaves. And some plants eat bugs. They eat bugs in
three ways.”

e “Turn to pages 4 and 5 to see the leaf. When the bug lands on the leaf, it
snaps shut. Say snap. What two letters come first in snap? Find snap.
Run your finger under it, and say it.”

e “Look at page 7. What do you see? Yes, the leaf trapped the bug. What
do you think the leaf will do with it?”

e “Turn to page 9. There are other ways that plants get bugs. Some of
them have sticky leaves like the plant on this page.”

e Have children turn to pages 14 and 15. “This plant looks like a cup. It
has smooth sides, and the bug slides down inside. Say smooth. What two
letters would come first in smooth? Find smooth. Run your finger under
it, and say it.”

e Have children turn back to the beginning and read to find out how
plants eat bugs.

Reading the Text
e Prompt children to take words apart to read them, e.g., “Cover the

last part.”

Discussing and Revisiting the Text
Invite children to talk about plants that eat bugs. Some key understandings
children may express are:

e Some plants eat bugs, but they trap them in different ways. [Extend by
asking for examples from the text.]

e Plants that eat bugs are different from plants that use sun and water to
make their food because they eat living things.

e These plants are like spiders or flies because they trap and catch bugs
for food. [Invite children to share what other living things trap or catch
bugs to eat.]

Teaching Points
e Based on your observations, use Prompting Guide 1 to select a teaching

point that will be most helpful to the readers.

e You may need to prompt the children to notice and use the consonant
clusters at the beginning of words, e.g., “Look at the first part.”

New Book

Plants that Eat Bugs,
Level H

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.

PROMPTING GUIDE 1
Refer to Prompting Guide 1 
as needed.
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e Demonstrate sorting two ways. Place ee at the top of one column of
a chart and ou at the top of the second.

e Have children use word cards to categorize words by the vowel
sound. Have them sort words under ee and ou. Have one child pick
up and read the word. The other two children tell him which
column to put it in.

e The words to sort are: see, out, shout, deer, free, mouth, found,
around, wheel, about, loud, bee, feet, feel.

e Review all the words in the pocket chart.

Letter/Word
Work
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e Give children the fold sheet with the bird, bear, and fish boxes down
the side.

e In the classroom, have children write next to each box why this animal’s
home was not good for Little Wolf. 

e Give the children the Take-Home Book Little Wolf’s New Home to reread
in the classroom. 

e Give the children the Take-Home Book Little Wolf’s New Home to read
at home.

e Have children take home their fold sheets to read to family members. 

Classroom Connection

Home/School Connection

LEVEL
H

LESSO
N

59
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When Readers Struggle: Teaching that Works
Chapter 16: Teaching for Fluency in Processing Texts. Use this chapter to understand how to help
readers use pausing, phrasing, appropriate word stress, and intonation to reflect the meaning of the text.

Professional Development and Tutorial DVD, Blue System
View the DVD as needed.

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency, K–8 Thinking, Talking, and Writing about Reading.
Use this book to help in understanding how readers extend their thinking through writing about
reading.

To support English language learners, you can:

e monitor for understanding of “Make it sound like a story you listen to.”

e monitor for understanding of “You know that some words have two vowels that
are together. Sometimes a vowel is in a word two times.”

e have children repeat words from Phonics/Word Work and listen for the vowel
sound.

e support their reading if children have not read “The Greedy Man” before.

e be sure that children understand the meaning of eating in this context.

e use the language of the text in a conversational way. 

e monitor for understanding of the technical vocabulary words.

e be sure children understand they are going to learn how plants trap bugs.

e use pictures to discuss what children learned.

Supporting English Language Learners

Professional Development Links

Observe to find evidence that children can:

e recognize and use vowel combinations in words.

e use word parts to solve words. 

e search for and use multiple sources of information.

e read with phrasing, intonation, appropriate word stress, and pausing for
punctuation.

e understand the central concept of this nonfiction text.

e understand how plants can “eat” bugs and offer examples. 

e distinguish what they already know from information that is new to them.

e tell how the plants are alike and how they are different.

Assessing Reading and Writing Behaviors
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